
NEW J/88- FAST FAMILY 

DAYSAILER & RACER 
 

The J/88 is not only comfortable and easy to handle, but her sweet balance, effortless 
speed and comfort will maximize your sailing fun. J/88 truly hits the sweet-spot in J 
Boat’s new performance sprit range – large enough to provide the creature comforts of 
a sit-in cockpit, inboard diesel, overnighting interior and head; and small enough to be 
single-point lifted, owner trailered and stored. Plus, there's no wood on deck, minimum 
systems, and a simple functional interior so you can maximize sailing time and minimize 
on-board maintenance. 
 
If sailing is having your cake and eating it too, then the J/88 is like ordering the whole 
dessert menu. Design highlights include a high-aspect, non-overlapping sail plan (no 
genoas) with a light weight carbon fiber mast - deck stepped configuration for easy 
rigging and tuning as well as for keeping the water out and the main cabin dry. 
 
The 6.5 ft fixed keel with molded finish ensures a fair, smooth foil surface with a low 
vertical center of gravity.  This provides a ride that’s every bit as stable and exciting as 
the J/88’s speedster siblings - fast upwind with amazing fingertip balance on the helm 
and exciting planing potential downwind in moderate to fresh breezes thanks to the 
easy to manage masthead asymmetrical spinnaker and retractable carbon J/Sprit. 

 
Since J/88's successful launch and with nearly 100 boats sailing around the world in 
2016, the growing J/88 Owner managed one-design class enjoys very close racing in 
the US and UK, friendly social gatherings for owners and each year more events are 
being added to the calendar.  With maximum crew of six and strict sail limitations, the 
class rules help to keep costs under control and attracts sailors looking for a simplified 
one design experience that includes friends and family. 

J/88 not only satisfies her owners, but has met with critical acclaim in the boating press, 
awarded the "Best Boat Under 30 Ft" in SAILING WORLD's Boat of the Year 
competition, Yachts & Yachting Magazine's Boat of the Year as well as receiving high 
marks from the SAIL Magazine, Sailing Magazine, Boats.com, Yachting World 
Magazine and several others who have taken the opportunity to review the boat. J/88 is 
perfect for offshore racing as well as for one-design and or local beer can races.  What's 
most important is that when all the racing is over, you'll thoroughly enjoy and appreciate 
J/88 versatility while sharing her forgiving daysailing qualities with all of your family and 
friends. 

Be sure to visit the J/88 one design web site, inquire above to find your local dealer and 
schedule a test sail and/or join the J/88 Facebook group and explore why your next boat 
should be the J/88. 

 



 


